
What’s the first aspect you think 
of when someone mentions the cul-
ture of Los Gatos? Chances are it’s 
the ‘rich kid’ stereotype: the Lulule-
mon bags, SoulCycle memberships, 
and Supreme merch that make the 
alleged local sense of entitlement 
palpable. The clichéd wealth of Los 

Gatos is the subject of casual jokes by students and faculty 
alike, and yet this generalization of the school population 
only perpetuates the ignorance of diversity and adversity 
that truly exists here.

The school that one attends does not determine his or 
her family’s financial situation, and this fact proves the ‘rich 
kid’ assumption a fallacy. Though there is some accuracy 
in the statement that many of Los Gatos’ residents possess 
significant wealth, it is not only possible but frequent that 
a family living in the Bay Area faces financial adversity. 
When the LGHS community promotes this generalization 
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In the wake of the 
College Board’s decision 
to eliminate its contro-
versial adversity score, 
some have attacked the 
College Board’s revised 
approach, a different 
tool called Landscape 

that provides admissions officers with detailed 
information about a student’s socioeconomic 
background. Though the adversity score was 
flawed in its attempt to distill a stu-
dent’s background to a single data 
point, the attack on Landscape 
points to a widespread 
attitude of discontent 
regarding the consid-
eration of socioeco-
nomic background 
in college admissions. 
Many critics – including par-
ents and students – claim that the 
emphasis on a student’s background 
forces an unfair disadvantage onto more 
privileged students. This is simply not a compel-
ling argument.

What critics don’t take into account is that 
this “unfairness” toward financially advantaged 
students is nowhere even close to the inherent 
disadvantage that students with less affluent 
backgrounds bear throughout their K-12 educa-
tions, let alone the college application process. 
Students who are born into rich families and 
attend high-quality high schools receive better 
preparation for standardized testing, can pay 
for tutoring and college counseling services, and 
have considerably more resources to help them 
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The College Board 
decided to change the 
way they formulate their 
adversity score, a measure 
of disadvantage which, 
according to the College 
Board, helps colleges 
“diversify” their schools 

not based solely on race, but rather on adversity 
that students have faced.

This year the College Board decided that having 
a single adversity score doesn’t properly identify the 
hardships a student has been through. Therefore, 
they decided to test out a revised system called 
“Landscape.” Many small colleges are testing this 
new system, like Pomona College in Claremont, Cali-
fornia. The admissions director, Adam Sapp, believes 
that these changes will be, “helpful to admissions 
officers.” It breaks down the adversity score into 
two different scores: one for the neighbor-
hood and one for the high school. 
Both of these places are judged on 
college attendance rates, household 
structure, median family income, 
housing stability, education levels, 
and crime rates. The scores of these 
factors are averaged into the “High 
School score” and the “Neighborhood 
score,” which are on a scale of 1 to 100, 
with the higher the number equating to a 
greater amount of challenges. 

So what does this mean for us at LGHS? To be 
frank, it could be bad news. We all go to a well-off 
high school in a wealthy area, which means it is 
likely that we will get very low adversity scores 
based on our “High School average” and our “Neigh-
borhood average.” This means that, in the eyes of 
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admissions officers, we won’t “diversify” the school 
we want to attend; therefore, we possibly have a 
lower chance of getting in. 

The issue with a system like this is that these 
scores put everyone into a box. That means if we 
happen to be well-off kids who have faced a large 
number of challenges in their lives, that may not 
be apparent. The system just doesn’t account for 
that. Theoretical systems like these blind us to the 
reality that everyone is different. 

The big picture is that colleges look at adversity 
scores in terms of diversity. All colleges are looking 
to diversify their schools. Even if these scores are 
supposed to help kids who don’t have the same 
opportunities as we do, they give us a lower chance 
of getting into schools simply because we aren’t 
‘diverse.’ Adversity scores may be vital in giving 
people who don’t have opportunities a leg up,  but 
in turn, this system change could make the score 
not just level the playing field but overcompensate, 

giving more privileged students a lower chance 
of getting in. 

How are we supposed to do the same 
thing our parents did and become suc-
cessful if colleges are less likely to 
accept us because of something like an 
adversity score? Instead of making this 
problem better, the College Board has 
possibly over-corrected it. It is truly an 
impossible situation because we have no 

control over our adversity score. No one is 
going to go to a bad high school or live in 

a bad area on purpose. I think that the intention 
of an adversity score is good, but we need to verify 
that it doesn’t negatively affect well-off students, 
just balance that playing field. The system needs to 
be to make sure it is still something that aids those 
who need it but doesn’t trap those who reach and 
work hard for their opportunities.

excel in extracurriculars. Club funding, private 
instrument lessons, competition fees, and sports 
equipment are all expensive and yet can make a 
considerable difference in a student’s extracur-
ricular achievement. These critical factors in a 
high school senior’s college application – grades, 
standardized testing, and extracurriculars – can be 
bolstered in prosperous families and communities. 

Meanwhile, it is more difficult for underprivi-
leged students to make themselves competitive 
for college. Living in impoverished communities 
affected by crime and dealing with unstable 
family lives can most certainly dis-
courage and distract adolescents from 

focusing on their education. 
Furthermore, a groundbreak-

ing 1966 report by Johns Hop-
kins sociologist James Coleman 
found that the chief predictor 
of academic success is not even 
school resources, but a student’s 
home environment, which is 
undoubtedly affected by factors 
like the neighborhood’s median 
family income, education levels, 
and household structures.

Acknowledgement of socio-
economic background is critical 

for colleges to promote equal access to higher 
education, and CollegeBoard’s attempt to assist 
this process with Landscape is commendable to 
say the least. 

As LGHS students who live in a generally 
affluent town, we should be willing to accept this 
minor “disadvantage.” This is especially true if it 
means that extraordinary students who rise above 
adverse conditions to compete for higher educa-
tion have the chance to attend the prestigious 
universities that they deserve to.
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The LGHS administration held a man-
datory informational assembly during 
English classes a few weeks ago, during 
which multiple incidents came off as tone 
deaf towards the student body. Overall, 
the assembly was a good idea, but its 
execution could’ve been better. Important 
parts of the presentation were rushed, 
whereas they focused too long on parts 
that might’ve been dealt with better in 
another forum. Getting to know Mr. Cook 
and Ms. Hunter was a great part of the 
presentation, especially for new students, 
but there was a lack of focus on important 
organizations like CASSY.

For example, the language used to 
address the parking situation was interpreted as rude. To provide 
some context, the administration was forced to remove the junior 
lot to build the new buildings, which students appreciate. But 
for them to pretend that this closure didn’t aggravate the Loma 
Alta/Johnson parking disaster that juniors and sophomores cur-
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rently face is insensitive. Citizens who live on those two streets 
don’t want students parking there, and it’s not the school’s fault 
that students have to use that space. However, it is partially the 
school’s responsibility to help provide a solution after 
the removal of on-campus parking. Choice 
comments made by administrators made 
it clear that the school places blame on 
students for the situation, while failing 
to fix the issue. We appreciate that they 
took the time to recognize the problem, but 
we wish they had given us a solution or had taken 
some of the blame. 

Additionally, the administration suggested that 
our school will place a stronger emphasis on the 
dress code in the future. Putting aside arguments 
for or against a dress code, such a code has never 
been enforced at LGHS and most kids are not 
aware of it. In the presentation, the speakers 
never mentioned the actual rules of the code. 
Instead of clarifying policies, they made com-
ments about summer being over and joked about inappropriately-
dressed students. Again, the dress code is another issue that needs 
to be spoken about, but the lack of an explanation of what the dress 
code is left students confused and feeling attacked. 

By far the most problematic part of the presentation was when 
our athletic director discussed the Palo Alto ban. While explain-
ing how neither school wants a repeat of the spring ban, Mr. 

Perotti tried to incentivize the students 
by asking them to “imagine a foot-
ball game with no fans.” This may 
seem like an isolated comment, but 
staff have repeated the phrase at 
multiple assemblies, clearly dis-

playing favoritism of certain athletes 
and students over others. We recognize 
the hard work that Mr. Perotti does for all 
sports, but this comment felt tone deaf. 
There were empty stands at the track team’s 
senior night and the boys’ and girls’ lacrosse 

championships last spring. The athletes 
of those sports aren’t to blame for the 

implementation of the ban and were 
unfairly punished. 

From lack of accountability to insensitive com-
ments, this mandatory presentation was unkind to the student 
body. The topics brought up are important and relevant, but the 
administrators used language that seemed to blame students. 
Respect is a two way street and the language used left many lost.

People shouldn’t joke about LG “rich kid” stereotypes
of wealth, it fosters the false idea that all Los Gatos residents live 
a financially carefree life. Our school’s free and reduced lunch 

programs, as well as field trip and school supply scholar-
ships, serve as a testimony to the financial diversity of 
our student body.

In addition, LGHS faculty’s use of 
the ‘rich kid’ stereotype denies 
the potential of students to 
understand hardship. Signifi-
cant numbers of LGHS students 
face family issues, mental ill-
ness, and other pressing matters 
that wealth, whether present in 
an adolescent’s life or not, cannot 
deter. Making the assumption that 
ostensible financial security protects 
one from all of life’s obstacles marginal-
izes the serious trials that LGHS students 
consistently face.

Furthermore, our community often assumes that 
Los Gatos’ circumstances leave students blind to the 

reality of lifestyles outside of our own. On the contrary, many Los Gatos 
teens are involved in advocacy and community service and educate 
themselves across ways of life as a result of their own interest. Not only 
are service organizations represented around the school, but trips such 

as those to build homes in the post-hurricane 
regions of New Orleans see large LGHS del-

egations annually. Los Gatos students 
continually prove their passion for 
acknowledging and experiencing 
new lifestyles and conditions.

However, do not mistake my 
argument for the support of entitle-

ment or superiority due to wealth and 
circumstances. It is true that financial success and 

achievement permeate Los Gatos, giving some credit to 
the popularity of the stereotypes. Nevertheless, it is imperative 

not to let a generalization excuse the hardship and tribulations that 
are often just as prevalent in our town. Ultimately, it is essential to 
understand one’s background and experience before grouping an indi-
vidual into a stereotype. By joking about Los Gatos’ ‘rich kid’ moniker, 
we only reinforce this inaccuracy.
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LGHS assembly seemed too accusatory of students
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